As the need for data center capacity increases,
so do the internal demands on the data center.
The data center now faces a number of issues that
impact its success, profitability and operational
effectiveness, including:
• Data storage capacity

• Temperature control

• Speed of return on investment

• On-site security

• Infrastructure performance

• Environmental impact

• Power consumption

Reduce Installation Times

thermal transfer, laser or ink jet printer. Using

Speed of installation is one of the most

an existing database reduces keyboard entry

important factors in data center applications.

errors, automates the transfer of data to printed

With mission critical and time sensitive

labels and can save hundreds of labor hours. In

deadlines, cabling infrastructure schedules

addition, entire identifier libraries can be emailed

are often compressed. The quicker the

to a job site and then printed on demand as the

infrastructure is up and running, the quicker

drops are labeled and installed. TagPrint™ Pro is

it is ready for use.

compatible with any database format, but also
will support the ANSI/TIA/EIA-606-A Addendum

Through RapidNet, the pre-terminated and

1 requirements for general infrastructure and

pre-tested solution from HellermannTyton, it

data centers.

is possible to reduce installation times by up to
85% with copper and 95% with fiber compared

Space Efficiency

to traditional field terminated systems.

Space within a data center comes at a
premium. It is important to use the available

Through identification, HellermannTyton

space as effectively and efficiently as possible.

enables better administration and deployment.

The more space and connectivity that can be

HellermannTyton’s systems help you better

offered within any rack space is a clear benefit.

organize your cabling infrastructure so you
easily know “what goes where.”

HellermannTyton offers many products that
address the issue of space within a data center

By using TagPrint™ Pro labeling software,

– from the 1U 48 port high-density patch panel

Excel database files can be opened directly

to MTP® Fiber RapidNet cassettes and ZeroU-

into the program and then printed on

RapidNet Auxiliary Rails for cabinets.

labels using a HellermannTyton portable
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Performance Readiness

including pre-terminated MTP® connector

Our cabling solution is the best end-to-end

cables, adapters, bend insensitive fiber

structured cabling system in the industry

with MTP® connectors, and high-density

today for data center applications. Our

MTP® communication adapters.

Category 6A system can support a large
enterprise data center with extra headroom.

HellermannTyton labels are UL recognized

The HellermannTyton RapidNet solution

Our standard Category 6 system performance

for indoor and outdoor use and offer

carries its very own environmental

exceeds the TIA/EIA 568-C.0, C.1 cabling

superior abrasion and chemical resistance.

credentials as a pre-terminated system.

standards and ISO Class E standards which

High carbon inks mean that printed text

At the factory, each cable is pre-terminated

offers high-quality network infrastructure for

will not fade and disappear over time.

and cut to its specified length, minimizing
bulk cable waste up to 40%. The RapidNet

a typical Class 1 and 2 data center installation.

On-site Security

pre-terminated system is a lean, clean, and

The 40Gbps and 100Gbps standards were

In addition to the reduced installation times

efficient method of cabling in the data

ratified in June 2010 by the IEEE 802.3ba

seen with the RapidNet system, minimized

center, streamlining processes, and improving

task force. As the line transmission rates are

security risks are realized. Fewer personnel

quality. In addition, HellermannTyton thermal

increased from 10Gbps to 40Gbps to 100Gbps,

are required in the data center, and they are

transfer labels are wound on recyclable

HellermannTyton is ready to support the

on-site for reduced periods of time.

cardboard cores - no plastic or electronic
RFID chips to worry about during disposal.

physical layer connectivity with highperformance, multi-lane distribution of OM3

Environmental Impact

and OM4 and OS1 fiber optic components

At HellermannTyton, we work hard to be a

that enable next generation 40Gbps and

greener company. In addition to achieving

100Gbps fiber-optic telecommunications

ISO:14001 accreditation for environmental

and data communications networks.

management, we continually assess our

HellermannTyton offers a broad portfolio

performance as a business and the impact

of high speed fiber optic MTP® devices

our business has on the environment.

*MTP is a registered trademark of US Conec, LTD.

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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Entrance Room

(ER)

The Data Center Standard – TIA-942

The Entrance Room is the

location for access provider equipment and demarcation points as

Aimed at the data center designer, TIA-942

performance in most situations but

addresses data center infrastructure, site and

consideration should be given to the 10 Gb

space layout, cabling infrastructure, tiered

performance of a Category 6 Augmented

responsibility, and environmental considerations.

system (CAT 6A) for the horizontal cabling.

Site and Space Layout

Tiered Reliability

processing equipment) however, for

When allocating space within a data center,

In order to determine specific data center

security, the standard recommends

it is important to consider the flexibility to

needs, the TIA-942 standard defines data

that the entrance and computer

accommodate future relocation and expansion

center availability tiers which have been

rooms remain separate. Larger

requirements. The data center should be

based upon information provided from

designed with consideration toward the space

the Up-Time Institute.

well as the interface with campus
cabling systems. The entrance room
can be located either inside or outside the computer room (the area
of the data center that houses data

needed now and flexible “white space” for the

data centers may provide multiple
entrance rooms to their providers.

Main Distribution Area

future which will allow room for additional

Tier 1 – Basic:

(MDA) The MDA is a centrally-

racks and cabinets.

99.671% availability

located area that houses the main

The TIA-942 standard also recommends the

Tier 2 – Redundant Components:

and switches for LAN and SAN infra-

specific functional areas as listed below and in

99.741% availability

structures. The MDA can include a

cross-connect as well as core routers

horizontal cross-connect to a nearby

the following illustration. These areas should
be designed to anticipate growth and create an

Tier 3 – Concurrently Maintainable:

environment where equipment can be upgraded

99.982% availability

with minimal disruption and downtime.

EDA (equipment distribution area).
Standard compliance requires at
least one MDA and also specifies
separate racks for fiber and copper.

Tier 4 – Fault Tolerant: 99.995% availability
Entrance Room (ER)

Equipment Distribution Area
The standard describes each of the four tiers

(EDA)

Equipment Distribution Area (EDA)

detailing architectural, security, electrical,

equipment cabinets and racks house

Zone Distribution Area (Z DA)

mechanical, and telecommunications recom-

the switches and servers and where

Horizontal Distribution Area (HDA)

mendations. The higher the tier, the higher

Main Distribution Area (M DA)

the availability. Tier descriptions also include
Cabling Infrastructure

information such as raised floor heights,

TIA recommends the use of laser optimized

watts per square foot and points of failure.

OM3 multimode fiber for any backbone cabling
Environment

network speeds and bandwidth over longer

The TIA-942 standard makes several

distances while being more cost effective to

environmental considerations. These include

implement than single mode fiber.

fire suppression, humidity levels, operating
temperatures and architectural, electrical

For horizontal cabling, the TIA-942 standard

and mechanical system requirements, some

recommends installing the highest capacity

of which are dependent on the desired

media available to reduce or avoid the need

reliability tier above.

Category 6 system will provide adequate

6

the horizontal cabling from the
HDA is terminated at patch panels.
In the EDA, racks and cabinets
should be arranged in a hot aisle/
cold aisle configuration to encourage
airflow and reduce heat.

because of its capability to support higher

for re-cabling in the future. A high-quality

The EDA is where

Zone Distribution Area

(ZDA) The ZDA sits between the
horizontal distribution areas and
equipment distribution areas. The
ZDA is optional design in the location of a zone outlet or consolidation point in horizontal cabling,
accommodating both copper and
fiber between the HDA and EDA.

H E L L E R M A N N T Y T O N
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Horizontal Distribution Area

(HDA) The HDA serves as the
distribution point for horizontal
cabling and houses cross-connects
and active equipment for distributing
cable to the EDA. As with the MDA,
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the standard specifies that fiber and
copper are installed in separate racks.
The standard also recommends locating
switches and patch panels close to
each other to minimize patch cord
lengths. An HDA is limited to 20,000
points/connections and the number of
HDAs in a data center is determined
largely by the size of the data center.

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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RapidNet® Network

Applications
-	Mission Critical Data Centers

Cabling System

-	
Enterprise Data Centers
RapidNet is HellermannTyton’s patented pre-terminated “connect
and go” system which offers high performance in copper and
fiber solutions within the same footprint. Our pre-terminated

- Disaster Recovery
- Storage Area Networks

solutions do not require on-site termination or certification

- Redundancy Planning

testing so installations are completed in record time while

- Central Office

quality and performance are never compromised. Our RapidNet

- Temporary Networks

solutions address the critical issues for cabling installations such
as minimizing network downtime and disruption to business,

- Server Farms

increased quality control, consistent repeatable terminations,

- Cloud Computing

enhanced security, dramatically reduced installation time and

- Colocation Facilities

the human resource required on site to complete a successful
project on time and within budget. Cut to customer specified
lengths, each individual link is terminated, tested and labeled by
HellermannTyton before being delivered to the site.
Copper Cabling Solutions:
Material

Packaging Options

Copper

Box up to 75 ft* / Reel from 76-295 ft

Fiber

CAT 6 UTP, CAT 6 ScTP, CAT 6A F/UTP
Fiber Cabling Solutions:
62.5/125µm (OM1),50/125µm (OM2),
50/125µm (OM3), 50/125µm (OM4)
and Single Mode

Box up to 200 ft* / Reel 201+ ft

*Duplicate, shorter lengths packaged in multiples to condense materials on jobsite.

Whether your copper or fiber
solution arrives on site in a box
or on a reel, the integrity of the
product is never compromised.

10

H E L L E R M A N N T Y T O N

Once RapidNet® arrives on site,
all you need to do is “plug it in.”
It’s that easy!

RNG Solutions

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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Product Features

RNG Series RapidNet ® Cassette
The cassette is the heart of the RapidNet system, allowing for
fast installations and full protection of the terminations. Our
new RNG Series RapidNet cassette provides the same protection
as the classic style cassette but with product enhancements that
include twice the density.

- Updated Release Mechanism:
a quick-release lever that makes
the insertion and release of the
cassette easier
- Alignment Guides - ensure the
cassette is properly inserted into
the panel
- Larger Cassette - allows the higher
density options for fiber in a 1U
footprint; up to 96 fibers/48 ports
in 1U
- Modular Panel - provides copper
and fiber solutions in the same
footprint

Copper Cassette

Quick-Release
Mechanism

Integral earthing system in
the cassette that connects to
springs in the panel, applies to
CAT 6A F/UTP solution only
Alignment Guides

Fiber Cassette

Grommet provides
additional strainrelief for direct
connect solutions
Single-Release Lever

12

Up to 24 fibers / 12 duplex ports
MTP ® (12 fiber connector) options

H E L L E R M A N N T Y T O N

Product Features
- New cassette design features
single-release lever
- Cassettes are manufactured from
high-strength, light-weight
thermoplastic material

RNG Series RapidNet ® Category
6A Copper F/UTP Solutions

- Integral grounding system in the
cassette connects to springs in the
panel to ensure effective grounding
of system

HellermannTyton’s Deca10 Series RapidNet is a Category 6A

- Exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-C Category 6A
and ISO/IEC 11801:2002 / Amd 2, Class EA
- Category 6A cassette loaded with
HellermannTyton Category 6A
modular jacks

solution that offers uncompromised support for 10 Gigabit
Ethernet. The shielded construction aids higher performance by
eliminating the effect of alien crosstalk and external interference,
making this an ideal solution for 10 Gigabit Ethernet applications.
RapidNet utilizes a bundled cable with six high-performance
Category 6A F/UTP cables bound together with a Kevlar binder.

- Alignment guides located on the
top of the cassette to ensure the
correct orientation in the modular
panel (RNGSPP1U)

The Category 6A cassette is populated with six HellermannTyton
Category 6A shielded modular jacks whose die-cast body fully
encloses the PCB and cable terminations. The new cassette design

- Available in lengths from 10 ft - 295 ft

offers an integral grounding system in the cassette that connects

- Permanent Link test results included
with all looms/orders

to springs in the modular panel. The cassette is equipped with a

- Made in the USA

release of the cassette easier to use.

new single-lever release mechanism that makes the insertion and

FIXED

VARIABLE – Select the following

Prefix

Cable
Bundle

Cable Type

RNGC

6

C CAT 6A F/UTP

Cable Flame
Rating

Cable Color

P Plenum
R Riser*

B Blue
W White*

Pair Stagger Right = 1/2 longest, 3/4 next, 5/6 last and shortest pair.
*Options are available with longer lead times and minimum order requirements.

Termination
End 1

C Cassette

Example
Model
Number:

Termination
End 2

C
J
K
L
M
N

Length

Cassette
Jack-Pair Stagger Right
Jack-Pair Stagger Left
Jack-Stagger Right
Jack-Stagger Left
Jack-Inline

10’ - 295’

RNGF

6

C

R

W

C

C

65

Prefix

Cable
Bundle

Cable
Type

Cable
Flame
Rating

Cable
Color

Term.
End 1

Term.
End 2

Length

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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Product Features

RNG Series RapidNet

-	
Positive PSACR over 350 MHz and
a typical worst-case margin or 15 dB
at 250 MHz

®

Category 6 Copper UTP Solutions

-	Exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-C specifications

RNG Series RapidNet Category 6 is an ideal solution for high-

-	
Permanent Link test results included
with all looms/orders

performance cabling requirements, such as Gigabit Ethernet.
RapidNet utilizes a six bundled cable that has been specially
designed to eliminate potential alien crosstalk issues and is bound
together with a Kevlar binder, ensuring a high-quality, well

-	Cassettes are manufactured from highstrength, light-weight thermoplastic
material
-	
New cassette design features singlerelease mechanism

managed installation. Cut to the customer-specified length at
HellermannTyton, each 6 port loom is supplied terminated at both
ends to at least one of the patented RapidNet cassettes. Lengths
up to 75 feet are supplied in the RapidNet box; lengths from
76-295 feet are supplied on the RapidNet reel.

-	Alignment guides are located on the
top of the cassette to ensure the
correct orientation in the modular
panel (RNGPP1U)
-	Available in lengths from 10 ft - 295 ft
-	Made in the USA

FIXED

Prefix

Cable
Bundle

Cable
Type

RNGC

6

A CAT 6 UTP

Example
Model
Number:

14

VARIABLE –Select the following
Cable Flame
Rating
P Plenum
R Riser

RNGC

6

A

R

W

C

C

65

Prefix

Cable
Bundle

Cable
Type

Cable
Flame
Rating

Cable
Color

Term.
End 1

Term.
End 2

Length

Cable
Color

Termination
End 1

B Blue
W White

C Cassette

Termination
End 2
C
J
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R
S
T
D
O

Cassette
Jack-Pair Stagger Right
Jack-Pair Stagger Left
Jack-Stagger Right
Jack-Stagger Left
Jack-Inline
Plug-Pair Stagger Right
Plug-Pair Stagger Left
Plug-Stagger Right
Plug-Stagger Left
Plug-Inline
Pod
Open

Length

10’ - 295’

H E L L E R M A N N T Y T O N

2 0 1 1

Each pre-labeled 6 port
cassette snaps easily into the
modular panel. Removal of
the cassette is just as easy with
the new release mechanism.

C

J

K

L

N

P

Q

S

T

D

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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RapidNet ® Category 6
Shielded Copper Solutions
For network cabling applications that require extra security and
protection, HellermannTyton offers RapidNet in a fully shielded
Category 6 solution. Shielded RapidNet is an ideal solution for
high performance cabling requirements, such as Gigabit Ethernet
and 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Shielded RapidNet utilizes a bundled
cable with 6 high-performance Category 6 ScTP (screened twistedpair) cables bound together with a Kevlar binder. The cassettes
for the shielded solution, which mirror the design of the RN
cassettes found in the appendix, have a metal plating applied
to both the inside and outside surfaces to provide for proper
grounding. This dual layer shield ensures effective screening of
emissions and immunity of external electrical noise.

Part No.

Description

RNSC6CMPXXX*

RapidNet Shielded CAT6 ScTP
cassette to cassette 6 port loom

Cable
Type

Color

Plenum

Blue

RNSC6CMP

Cassette to Cassette

(panel to panel)

* Note: To complete Part No., replace the “X’s”
with the length required in feet, 10 to 295 feet.

Part No.

Description

Port Count

RNSPP1U

RapidNet Shielded Modular
Panel - 1U

24 ScTP copper ports

RNSPP1URS

RapidNet Shielded Modular
Panel - 1U with Rack-Snap
inserts pre-installed

24 ScTP copper ports

RNBLANK

RapidNet Modular Panel
Blank Insert

Accessories

16

N/A

RNBLANK

RapidNet Blank Insert

Product Features
- Cassettes are manufactured from
high-strength, light weight
thermoplastic material
- Exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-C.2 Category 6
and ISO/IEC11801 Class E requirements
- Available in lengths from 10 ft - 295 ft
- 10 Gig TSB-155 compliant with closed
solution. Contact HellermannTyton for
application guidelines 11801 Class E
requirements.
- Certification test reports included with
all copper looms/orders

Metal plating on inside and outside of cassettes
ensures effective grounding of system

rear view
of unit

RNSPP1U

RapidNet Shielded Modular Panel

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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RNG Series RapidNet ®

Product Features

Fiber Solutions

- 	Exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-C.2 and
IEEE 802.3ae 10GbE standards

RNG Series RapidNet Fiber is an excellent solution for high band-

- 	Certification test reports included
with all fiber looms/orders

width needs or extended distances. The new RNG Series cassette

- 	Cassettes are manufactured from

offers double the density of our classic version, up to 24 fiber or

high-strength, light-weight

12 duplex ports. RapidNet Fiber utilizes a 12 fiber (6 port), single

thermoplastic material

unit plenum (OFNP) distribution cable for LC and SC connections
or a 24 fiber (12 port) zip cord loose tube plenum (OFNP) cable for LC

- 	New cassette design features

connections. Cut to customer specified length at HellermannTyton,

single-release mechanism

each 12 or 6 port loom is supplied terminated at both ends to at

- 	Alignment guides located on the

least one of the patented RapidNet cassettes. Lengths up to 200 feet

top of the cassette to ensure the

are supplied in the RapidNet box; lengths of 201 feet or more are

correct orientation in the modular
panel (RNGPP1U)

supplied on the RapidNet reel. Each pre-labeled 12 or 6 port fiber

- 	Modular panel accepts 4

cassette snaps easily into the modular panel.

RapidNet cassettes, allowing up
to 96 fibers / 48 ports in 1U

FIXED

Prefix
RNGF

Cable Type
A
B
C
H
D

=
=
=
=
=

50/125μm (OM3) Multimode
50/125μm (OM2) Multimode
62.5/125μm (OM1) Multimode
50/125μm (OM4) Multimode
Single Mode

VARIABLE – Select the following
Cable Flame
Rating
P = Plenum

Termination End 1
L
C
S
D

=
=
=
=

* SC versions only available in 12 fiber cable count.
Options are available with longer lead times and minimum order requirements.
BIF options are available.

18

LC
LC
SC
SC

Cassette
APC Cassette
Cassette
APC Cassette

Termination End 2
L
J
K
H
C
S
T
R
Q
D

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

LC Cassette (straight thru)
LC Cassette (REV)
LC 900μm fanout
LC 2.0mm fanout
LC APC Cassette
SC* Cassette (straight thru)
SC* Cassette (REV)
SC* 900μm fanout
SC* 2.0mm fanout
SC APC Cassette

Example
Model
Number:

Cable
Count

No. of
Pull Kits

A = 12
B = 24

0
1

Length
10’ - 500’

RNGF

A

P

L

C

A

Prefix

Cable
Type

Cable
Flame
Rating

Term.
End. 1

Term.
End 2

Cable
Count

1

65

No. of Length
Pull Kits

H E L L E R M A N N T Y T O N

LC Cassette

2 0 1 1

L - J

K

H

Fiber Options
- 62.5/125μm (OM1) Multimode Fiber
- 50/125μm (OM2) Multimode Fiber

SC Cassette
S - T

- 50/125μm (OM3) Multimode Fiber
- 50/125μm (OM4) Multimode Fiber
- 8.3/125μm Single Mode Fiber

R

Q

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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RNG Series RapidNet ® Cassette
and MTP™ Fiber Solutions
HellermannTyton offers pre-terminated MTP solutions to the
RapidNet system. This modular system utilizes our pre-loaded,
RNG Series RapidNet cassette to breakout the MTP connector
to LC or SC connector options. MTP trunk and fanout cables
complete the “connect and go” solution up to 96 (48 ports)
fiber in 1U.

Product Features
- 	Scalable solution with modular
components allowing the flexibility
for data network design or upgrades
- Pre-terminated modular cassette offers
labor savings with quick deployment
- All cassettes and trunks are factory
terminated and 100% tested with test
documentation included with products
- Round cable design eliminates
preferential bend issues which results
in increased density and greater
manageability
- All trunks have crossover polarity using
TIA-568.B.1-7 Method C

FIXED

- Modular cassettes easily adapt to the
RapidNetRail using zero rack space

VARIABLE – Select the following

Prefix

Cable Type

RNGF

A
B
C
D
H

50/125μm (OM3) Multimode
50/125μm (OM2) Multimode
62.5/125μm (OM1) Multimode
8.3/125μm Single Mode
50/25μm (OM4) Multimode

Cable Count
12
24

* For SC connection option add SC to the end of the cable count. Available in 12 fiber count only.
MTP is a registered trademark of US Conec Ltd.

- Flexible manufacturing to meet custom
specified lengths or fiber counts
- High density ports identified as A and B

Technical Information:
Compliant with the following standards:
- TIA-568-B.3

Example
Model
Number:

RNGF

B

24

Prefix

Cable
Type

Cable
Count

- IEC-61754-7
- TIA/EIA-604-5 (FOCIS-5)
- TIA-568.B.1-7 Method C
- IEEE 802.3ae 10GbE Standards
- IEEE 802.3ba 40/100GbE Standards

Insertion Loss: 0.2db Typical,
Per mated MTP: 0.5db Max (MM/SM)
Return Loss:
Per Fiber: 25db min (MM); 55db min (SM)
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For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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MTP to MTP Assembly

MTP ™ Trunks
Fiber optic cable requires unique polarity design
consideration to ensure full duplex (two-way)
communications. HellermannTyton’s cables use a
pair fiber flip in the trunk cable to maintain
polarity. HellermannTyton provides the simplest
fiber optic solution migration path from 40G
MTP to LC Assembly

to 100G with all the extra bandwidth you need
without the network re-engineering. Today’s
technology enables transmission up to 100Gbps
over existing fiber infrastructures without the
complex network re-engineering if you plan and
design the fiber network properly.

MTP to SC Assembly

FIXED
Prefix

F

VARIABLE – Select the following
Cable
Count
A
B
C
D
E
F

12
24
48
72
96
144

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J

Fiber Type

Cable Type

Cable Flame
Rating

Termination
End 1

MM 62.5/125μm (OM1)
MM 50/125μm (OM2)
MM 50/125μm (OM3)
MM 50/125μm (OM4)
Single Mode
MM 50/125μm BIF (OM2)
MM 50/125μm BIF (OM3)
MM 50/125μm BIF (OM4)
Single Mode BIF

C Data Center Cable
D Distribution
R Ribbon

P Plenum
R Riser

A MTP 12 Fiber

Termination
End 2
A
E
G
O
Q

MTP 12 Fiber
LC 2.0mm w/clips
LC 900μm fanout
SC 2.0mm w/clips
SC 900μm fanout

Breakout
Length
A
B
C
D
E

.5m
1m
1.5m
2m
N/A

Polarity*

Pull
Kits

Length

S Straight
Thru

0
1
2

10’ - 999’

R Reversed
P Pair
Reversal*

* HellermannTyton specifies pair reversal/flipped polarity cables to be used with the RNG Series MTP cassettes to maintain Method C polarity.

Example
Model
Number:

F

A

C

R

P

A

E

C

R

1

65

Prefix

Cable
Count

Fiber
Type

Cable
Type

Cable
Flame
Rating

Term.
End 1

Term.
End 2

Breakout
Length

Polarity

No. of
Pull Kits

Length

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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RNG Series Modular Panel

RNG Series Modular Panels

RNGPP1U

and Accessories
All RNG RapidNet Cassettes are designed for a quick-and-easy
insertion into the RNG Series Panel. The 1U Modular Panels fits
standard 19” racks and accepts four cassettes.

Part No.

Description

Port Count

RNGPP1U

RNG Series RapidNet Modular
Panel - 1U

24
48
96
48

UTP copper ports
LC fiber / 24 ports
LC fiber / 48 ports
SC fiber / 24 ports

RNGPP1URS

RNG Series RapidNet Modular
Panel - 1U*

24
48
96
48

UTP copper ports
LC fiber / 24 ports
LC fiber / 48 ports
SC fiber / 24 ports

RNGSPP1U

RNG Series RapidNet Shielded
Modular Panel - 1U

24 F/UTP copper ports

RNGPP2U

RNG Series RapidNet Modular
Panel - 2U

48 UTP copper ports
96 LC fiber / 48 ports
192 LC fiber / 96 ports
96 SC fiber / 48 ports

RNGPP2URS

RNG Series RapidNet Modular
Panel - 2U*

48 UTP copper ports
96 LC fiber / 48 ports
192 LC fiber / 96 ports
96 SC fiber / 48 ports

RNGBLANK

RNG Series RapidNet Modular
Panel Blank Insert

N/A

RNSE1U

RapidNet Secure Enclosure - 1U

N/A

RNRCMU

RapidNet Rear Cable Manager

N/A

TFCM

Front Cable Manager

N/A

RNG Series Blank Insert
RNGBLANK

* With Rack-Snap inserts pre-installed.

Rack-Snap - snaps
into standard square
holes in most cabinets.
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RNG Series Shielded Modular Panel
RNGSPP1U
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RNG Series RapidNet Modular Panel

Rear Cable Manager

RNGPP2U

RNRCMU

Secure Enclosure

Front Cable Manager

RNSE1U

TFCM

The RapidNet Secure Enclosure fits standard 19˝ racks and
can be used with both RN and RNG Series Solutions. It has
a removable lid for access as well as a drop down front.

View from
back of unit

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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NETWORK CABLING SOLUTIONS

Identification Solutions
for RapidNet ®
Modular Panel Identification - HellermannTyton offers the
following identification solutions for use with RapidNet products.
The front identification labels allow users to easily meet TIA/EIA606-A and TIA-942 administration standards

Part No.

Description

Dimensions

Pkg. Qty.

A - Labels for Cassette Identification on rear of panel

TAG69T1-336

Thermal Transfer Label

2” x .275”

10,000/Roll

LABEL FOR CASSETTE IDENTIFICATION

A

TAG69L-789

Laser Label

2” x .275”

5,000/Pack
Loom

B - Labels for Port Identification on front of panel

Loom

TAG68T1-336

Thermal Transfer Label

3.8” x .275”

10,000/Roll

TAG68L-789

Laser Label

3.8” x .275”

2,500/Pack

5

LABEL FOR PORT IDENTIFICATION

B
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Cable Identification
HellermannTyton provides high quality labels to mark the loom
and the individual cables. Printable in both thermal transfer and
laser formats, the labels come in different lengths to ensure the
PART NUMBER
SALES ORDER NUMBER
LOOM NUMBER

printed text is overlaminated and protected when placed around
the entire bundle of wires or if marking each individual wire.

Part No.

Description

Dimensions

Pkg. Qty.

C - Labels for Loom Identification

C

TAG3T3-100B

Thermal Transfer Label

1” x 1” x 3.75”

3,000/Roll

TAG50L-105

Laser Label

1” x 1” x 3.16”

1,000/Pack

D - Labels for Individual Cable Identification

TAG22T3-100B

Thermal Transfer Label

1” x .5” x 1.437”

5,000/Roll

TAG63L-105

Laser Label

1” x .5” x 1.437”

2,500/Pack

LOOM NUMBER
PORT NUMBER

Our Category 6 RJ45 jacks have a unique strain relief design to secure
the cable. The small cable tie is used to secure the cable and prevents
the conductors from becoming loose at the IDC during installation.

D

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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NETWORK CABLING SOLUTIONS

Product Features

RapidNet Auxiliary Rails

- Uses zero rack mount space by
incorporating RapidNet within the
cabinet space

HellermannTyton offers a simplified solution that maximizes

- Maximizes data center real estate
in existing cabinets

®

data center real estate. The Auxiliary Rail is designed to mount
in the rear of most manufacturer server cabinets and is best
suited for server cabinets 42” deep or greater to provide a
solution using zero rack space. However, due to the versatile
mounting design and size options of the rail it may be installed
in shallower cabinets or even horizontally above the cabinet.

- Auxiliary Rail maintains 19”
rackable surface for equipment
mounting on existing cabinet rails
- Ports where you need them - aligns
connectivity with your servers
- Allows for cassette moves, adds
and changes without interrupting
rack routed equipment in a fully
populated cabinet
- Promotes proper cable management
- Available in 4 different sizes for
both RNG Series and RN Legacy
cassettes - 1 Cassette, 2 Cassettes,
5 Cassettes, and 10 Cassettes
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Part No.

Description

Color

RNG Series Auxiliary Rails
RNGAR01

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 1 RNG Series Cassette

Black

RNGAR02

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 2 RNG Series Cassettes

Black

RNGAR05

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 5 RNG Series Cassettes

Black

RNGAR10

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 10 RNG Series Cassettes

Black

Auxiliary Rail Insert for RNG Series Cassettes

Black

RNGARINSERT*

RN Legacy Auxiliary Rails**
RNAR01

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 1 RN Legacy Cassette

Black

RNAR02

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 2 RN Legacy Cassettes

Black

RNAR05

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 5 RN Legacy Cassettes

Black

RNAR10

Auxiliary Rail, accepts 10 RN Legacy Cassettes

Black

RNARINSERT*

Insert for RN Legacy Solutions Auxiliary Rails

Black

* Includes 1 RapidNet Shroud, 2 Clear ID Windows, Labels 1-60, 10 Blank Labels.
** Legacy cassettes can be found in the appendix.

Auxiliary Rails ship without shroud assembly (plastic insert)
to facilitate cabinet mounting. Order the appropriate number
of RNGARINSERT or RNARINSERT to complete Auxiliary Rail to
accept RapidNet cassettes. Auxiliary Rail is designed to support
mounting of RapidNet cassettes only. No other equipment, active
or otherwise, should be mounted to the Auxiliary Rails.

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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NETWORK CABLING SOLUTIONS

Product Features
- Positive PSACR over 350 MHz and a
typical worst-case margin of 15 dB
at 250 MHz

RapidNet ® Legacy Category 6

- Bundled cable is UL Verified to
Category 6, ANSI/TIA-568-C
specifications

Copper UTP Solutions
RapidNet Legacy Solutions offer the same performance as the
RNG Series, but utilize the first release of the cassette. The legacy
cassette and system is for use in existing applications to achieve
a consistent appearance. RapidNet utilizes a bundled cable with
six high performance Category 6 UTP cables bound together

- Permanent Link test reports included
with all links
- 1U modular panel accepts 4 RapidNet
cassettes for 24 ports

with a Kevlar binder. Cut to the customer specified length at

- 2U modular panel accepts 8 RapidNet
cassettes for 48 ports

HellermannTyton, each 6 port loom is supplied terminated at both

- Available in lengths from 10 ft - 295 ft

ends to RapidNet cassettes. Each cassette snaps easily into the
modular panel. Removal is just as easy – simply slide the latch

- Made in the USA

forward and the cassette slides out of the rear of the panel.

Part No.

Description

Cable
Type

Color

Cassette to Cassette (Panel to Panel)
RNC6CMPXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMP cassette
to cassette 6 port loom

Plenum

Blue

RNC6CMPWHTXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMP cassette
to cassette 6 port loom

Plenum

White

RNC6CMRXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMR cassette
to cassette 6 port loom

Riser

White

RapidNet CAT6 CMR cassette
to cassette 6 port loom

Riser

Blue

RNC6CMRBLUXXX*

Cassette to Cassette
(panel to panel)

Cassette to Jack (Panel to Modular Panel or Faceplate)
RNC6JCMPXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMP cassette
to jack 6 port loom

Plenum

Blue

RNC6JCMPWHTXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMP cassette
to jack 6 port loom

Plenum

White

RNC6JCMRXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMR cassette
to jack 6 port loom

Riser

White

RNC6JCMRBLUXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 CMR cassette
to jack 6 port loom

Riser

Blue

* Note: To complete Part No., replace the “X’s”
with the length required in feet, 10 to 295 feet.
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Cassette to Jack
(panel to modular panel or faceplate)
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Description

Cable
Type

Color

RNC6PCMPXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to plug 6 port loom

Plenum

Blue

RNC6PCMPWHTXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to plug 6 port loom

Plenum

White

RNC6PCMRXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to plug 6 port loom

Riser

White

RNC6PCMRBLUXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to plug 6 port loom

Riser

Blue

Part No.
Cassette to Plug (Panel to Plug)

Cassette to Plug
(panel to plug)

Cassette to Open End (Panel to Open End)

Cassette to Open End

RNC6OCMPXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to open end 6 port loom

Plenum

Blue

RNC6OCMPWHTXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to open end 6 port loom

Plenum

White

RNC6OCMRXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to open end 6 port loom

Riser

White

RNC6OCMRBLUXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to open end 6 port loom

Riser

Blue

Cassette to Pod (Panel to Consolidation Point)

(panel to open end)

RNC6PDCMPXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to pod 6 port loom

Plenum

Blue

RNC6PDCMPWHTXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to pod 6 port loom

Plenum

White

RNC6PDCMRXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to pod 6 port loom

Riser

White

RNC6PDCMRBLUXXX*

RapidNet CAT6 cassette
to pod 6 port loom

Riser

Blue

* Note: To complete Part No., replace the “X’s”
with the length required in feet, 10 to 295 feet.

Cassette to Pod
(panel to consolidation point)

Example
Model
Number:

RNC6PDCMP

165

Part No.

Length

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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Product Features

RapidNet Legacy Fiber Solutions
®

RapidNet Legacy Solutions offer the same performance as the
RNG Series, but utilize the first release of the cassette. The
legacy cassette and system is for use in existing applications to

- Exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-C and IEEE
802.3ae 10GbE standards
- Modular panel accepts 4 RapidNet
cassettes, allowing up to 48 fibers in 1U
- Certification test reports included with
all fiber looms/orders

achieve a consistent appearance. RapidNet Fiber utilizes the LC
connector with a 12 fiber single unit plenum (OFNP) cable. Cut to
the customer specified length at HellermannTyton, each 12 fiber

Fiber Options

(6 port) loom is supplied terminated at both ends to RapidNet

- 62.5/125µm (OM1 Fiber)

cassettes. Each cassette snaps easily into the modular panel.

- 50/125µm (OM2 Fiber)

Removal is just as easy - simply slide the latch forward and the
cassette slides out of the rear of the panel.

- 50/125µm laser optimized
10G (OM3 Fiber)
- Single Mode

Part No.

Description

Cable
Type

Color

RNF62PXXX*

RapidNet 62.5/125µm (OM1) MM LC
assembly, 12 fiber (6 port)

Plenum

Orange

RNF50PXXX*

RapidNet 50/125µm (OM2) MM LC
assembly, 12 fiber (6 port)

Plenum

Orange

RNF50P10GXXX*

RapidNet 50/125µm (OM3) MM 10 Gig
LC assembly, 12 fiber (6 port)

Plenum

Aqua

RNFSMPXXX*

RapidNet 8.3/125µm SM LC assembly,
12 fiber (6 port)

Plenum

Yellow

LC Connector
Cassette to Cassette (panel to panel)

* Note: To complete Part No., replace the “X’s” with the length required in feet
Additional Information: Standard part number is wired straight through (A-A).
			
To order crossover (A-B), add “REV” to end of part number.

RNFAAAXXXLC*

RapidNet LC cassette to 12 LC
connectors

Plenum

* Note: To complete Part No., replace the “A’s” with the appropriate
fiber type: 62P, 50P, 50P10G, or SMP.
Replace the “X’s” with the length required in feet.

Example
Model
Number:
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RNF

62P

100

Part No.

Fiber Type

Length

Cassette to Connector (panel to enclosure)
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RapidNet ® Legacy Modular
Panels and Accessories
All RapidNet cassettes utilize our latch design to allow quick and
easy installation into modular patch panels. The 1U RapidNet
modular patch panel accepts four cassettes, and the 2U modular
patch panel accepts eight cassettes. Panels fit standard 19” racks.

RapidNet Modular Panel

Part No.

Description

Port Count

RNPP1U

RapidNet Modular Panel - 1U

24 UTP copper ports
48 LC fibers / 24 ports
24 SC fibers / 12 ports

RNPP1URS

RapidNet Modular Panel - 1U*

24 UTP copper ports
48 LC fibers / 24 ports
24 SC fibers / 12 ports

RNPP2U

RapidNet Modular Panel - 2U

48 UTP copper ports
96 LC fibers / 48 ports
48 SC fibers / 24 ports

RNPP2URS

RapidNet Modular Panel - 2U*

48 UTP copper ports
96 LC fibers / 48 ports
48 SC fibers / 24 ports

RNBLANK

RapidNet Modular Panel
Blank Insert

RNPP2U

RapidNet Modular Panel

N/A

RNPP1U
* With Rack-Snap inserts pre-installed.

Rack-Snap - snaps
into standard square
holes in most cabinets.

Complete your installation with our copper
RN Series Blank Insert

and fiber patch cords, identification solutions

RNBLANK

and wire management products.

For product information visit www.hellermann.tyton.com or call 800.537.1512
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SYSTEM WARRANTY

CHANNEL WARRANTY*

HellermannTyton assures installation dependability and

• Use HellermannTyton connectivity products

maximum performance with its 25 Year Network Sciences

• Use approved horizontal cable

Warranty program. The Network Sciences Warranty

• Permanent Link test required with approved tester

guarantees the consistent quality and performance of

• Use only HellermannTyton CAT 5e/CAT 6A patch cords

HellermannTyton’s structured cabling products and installed
systems for 25 years. The 25 year warranty covers the copper
and fiber connectivity products and cable, ensuring system
performance in accordance with the current TIA standards.
The 25 Year Network Sciences Warranty is only offered

* The Channel is defined as all the horizontal cabling
between the Telecommunications Room (TR) and Work
Area with the addition of patch cords at each location.
The maximum length of the equipment cord, patch cord,
and work area cord shall not exceed 10 meters (33 ft.)

through HellermannTyton Certified Installers. These Certified
Installers have been trained and successfully passed the
required exams to install a Network Sciences warranted
system. HellermannTyton Certified Installers are the essential
connection between HellermannTyton connectivity products
and the design, installation, testing, and maintenance of a
structured cabling system.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
In addition to a performance warranty, HellermannTyton also
offers a lifetime warranty on its connectivity products.
This guarantees that products are free of factory defects in
material and workmanship.

CORPORATE WARRANTY POLICY
HellermanTyton Products are warranted to be free from
defects in material and workmanship at the time sold by us;
but our obligation under this warranty and that of the seller is
limited to the replacement of the product, and neither we nor
PROJECT CERTIFICATIONS

the seller are bound by any other warranty, expressed, implied
or statutory. Under no circumstances are we or the seller liable

LINK WARRANTY*

for any loss, damage, expenses or consequential damages

• Use HellermannTyton connectivity products

of any kind arising out of the use or inability to use these

• Use approved horizontal cable

products. All are sold with the understanding that the user

• Permanent Link test required with approved tester

will test them in actual use and determine their adaptability
for the intended uses.

RAPIDNET LINK WARRANTY*
• Use HellermannTyton copper and/or fiber RapidNet products
• Permanent Link test required with approved tester
• For project certification, one port per cassette must be tested
to TIA-568B standards with an approved tester

The above warranties and remedies are exclusive and in lieu
of all other warranties and remedies whatsoever, expressed or
implied, including but not limited to, any implied warranties
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose which
HellermannTyton expressly disclaims.

* The Permanent Link is defined as all the horizontal cabling
between the Telecommunications Room (TR) and Work
Area. This includes cable, modular jacks, patch panels, and
an optional consolidation point. The maximum length that
the horizontal cabling can be as defined in TIA/EIA-568-B.1
is 90 meters (295 ft.).
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For more warranty information, go to:
www.hellermann.tyton.com

